: Schematic of the overall method. Left: Human instructions for each stage (top) are translated at the pixel level into robot instructions (bottom) via the CycleGAN. Note the artifacts in the generated translations, e.g., the displaced robot gripper in the bottom right image. Right: The robot attempts the task stage-wise, automatically resetting and retrying until the instruction classifier signals success, which prompts the human to confirm via a key press. Abstract-Robotic reinforcement learning (RL) holds the promise of enabling robots to learn complex behaviors through experience. However, realizing this promise requires not only effective and scalable RL algorithms, but also mechanisms to reduce human burden in terms of defining the task and resetting the environment. In this paper, we study how these challenges can be alleviated with an automated robotic learning framework, in which multi-stage tasks are defined simply by providing videos of a human demonstrator and then learned autonomously by the robot from raw image observations. A central challenge in imitating human videos is the difference in morphology between the human and robot, which typically requires manual correspondence. We instead take an automated approach and perform pixel-level image translation via Cycle-GAN to convert the human demonstration into a video of a robot, which can then be used to construct a reward function for a model-based RL algorithm. The robot then learns the task one stage at a time, automatically learning how to reset each stage to retry it multiple times without human-provided resets. This makes the learning process largely automatic, from intuitive task specification via a video to automated training with minimal human intervention. We demonstrate that our approach is capable of learning complex tasks, such as operating a coffee machine, directly from raw image observations, requiring only 20 minutes to provide human demonstrations and about 180 minutes of robot interaction with the environment. A supplementary video depicting the experimental setup, learning process, and our method's final performance is available from https://sites.google.com/view/icra20avid
I. INTRODUCTION
Humans and animals can learn complex tasks not just from their own experience, but also by watching others. In robotics, this has been studied in the context of imitation learning [1] . However, robotic imitation learning typically utilizes demonstrations provided via the robot itself, either using teleoperation or kinesthetic teaching [2] - [5] . In contrast, humans can learn from watching other people, imagining how they would perform the task themselves, and then practicing that task on their own. The question that we study is: can we endow robots with the same ability?
We devise a robotic learning method that adopts a similar strategy of imagination and practice. Starting from a human demonstration, our method translates this demonstration, at the pixel level, into images of the robot performing the task, by means of unpaired image-to-image translation via CycleGAN [6] (see Figure 1 ). In order to handle multistage tasks, such as operating a coffee machine, we break up the human demonstration into a discrete set of instruction images, denoting the stages of the task. These instruction images are translated into synthesized robot images, which are then used to provide a reward for model-based reinforcement learning (RL), enabling the robot to practice the skill to learn its physical execution. This phase is largely automated as the robot learns to reset each stage on its own to practice it multiple times; thus, human supervision is only needed in the form of key presses and a few manual resets. We demonstrate that this approach is capable of solving complex, long-horizon tasks with minimal human involvement, removing most of the human burden associated with instrumenting the task setup, manually resetting the environment, and supervising the learning process.
We name our method automated visual instructionfollowing with demonstrations (AVID), and this method is the main contribution of our work. We test AVID on two tasks on a Sawyer robot arm: operating a coffee machine and retrieving a cup from a drawer. AVID outperforms ablations and prior methods in terms of data efficiency and task success, learning coffee making with only 30 human demonstrations, amounting to 20 minutes of human demonstration time, and 180 minutes of robot interaction time.
II. RELATED WORK
Prior methods for robotic imitation learning typically have assumed access to observations and actions that are given directly on the robot, rather than learning from human videos [7] - [10] . To handle human videos, some prior methods have used explicit pose and object detection [11] - [13] , predictive modeling [14] , [15] , context translation [16] , [17] , and learning reward representations [18] , [19] . In contrast to these works, we explicitly handle the change in embodiment through learned pixel-level translation, and we evaluate on long-horizon multi-stage tasks. We evaluate the single-view version of time-contrastive networks (TCN) [19] on our tasks in Section V as this prior method also handles embodiment changes and evaluates on visual robotic tasks. TCN typically requires multiple views of human demonstrations, but we do not assume access to this in our problem setting.
Providing reward through human videos alleviates the costs and challenges associated with real world task instrumentation, and to further reduce human burden, we enable the robot to reset each stage of the task. This is similar to prior work on learning reset controllers [20] , [21] . However, in contrast to this prior work, our method learns from raw pixels and can achieve complex multi-stage tasks in the real world without manual reward design.
III. PRELIMINARIES
To learn from human demonstrations, our method relies on several key steps: translating human videos, modeling robot images and actions, and extracting instruction images for model-based RL. In this section, we review the first two steps for which we borrow techniques from prior work.
A. Unsupervised Image-to-Image Translation
We approach human to robot translation as an unsupervised image-to-image translation problem, where the goal is to map images from a source domain X (human images, in our case) to a target domain Y (robot images) in the absence of paired training data [6] , [22] . The approach we use is CycleGAN [6] , which learns two mappings: G : X → Y translates source to target, and F : Y → X translates target to source. The translations are learned in order to fool discriminators D Y and D X which are trained to distinguish real images from translations in the target and source domains, respectively. This leads to a loss of the form
And similarly for F and D X , where x and y are source and target images drawn from the data distribution. An additional loss promotes cycle consistency between G and F , i.e.,
The overall training objective for CycleGAN is given by
Where λ is a hyperparameter. Though this approach does not exploit the temporal information that is implicit in our demonstration videos, prior work has shown that CycleGAN can successfully translate videos frame by frame, such as translating videos of horses into videos of zebras [6] . Prior work has shown that, for control learning in imagebased domains, representation learning is an effective tool for improving data efficiency [23] - [26] . The approach we take is to utilize a probabilistic temporally-structured latent variable model that we learn with amortized variational inference, similar to [26] . In particular, we assume the underlying state of the system s t is unobserved but evolves as a function of the previous state and action, and we treat the robot images as observations o t of this state. Following [26] , we also decompose s t into two parts, i.e., s t = [s 1 t s 2 t ] . The generative model for s t can be summarized as an initial state distribution and a learned dynamics model, i.e.,
B. Structured Representation Learning
And to complete the generative model, we learn a decoder p(o t |s t ) which we represent as a convolutional neural network. In order to learn this model, we introduce a variational distribution q(s 1:T ; o 1:T ) which approximates the posterior p(s 1:T |o 1:T , a 1:T ), where the 1 : T notation denotes entire trajectories. We use a mean field variational approximation
Where the encoder q(s t ; o t ) is also a convolutional network. Similar to [26] , the generative model parameters are shared with the encoder according to q(s t ; o t ) = q(s 1 t |o t )p(s 2 t |s 1 t ) . We jointly learn p and q via maximization of the variational lower bound (ELBO), given by
The entire structured latent variable model is visualized in Figure 2 . As we explain in the next section, this model provides us with an encoder and dynamics model that we use for encoding instruction images and for model-based planning in the learned latent space.
IV. AUTOMATED VISUAL INSTRUCTION-FOLLOWING
WITH DEMONSTRATIONS In our problem setting, we assume that the task we want the robot to learn is specified by a set of human demonstration videos, each of which is a trajectory of image observations depicting the human performing the task. In contrast to most prior work in robotic imitation learning, we do not assume access to robot demonstrations given through teleoperation or kinesthetic teaching. We also do not assume access to rewards provided through motion capture or other instrumented setups. Our goal is to reduce human cost in task specification by having the robot learn directly from human videos, and in this section we detail several design choices that further reduce human burden during learning. CycleGAN requires training data from both source and the target domains, and we found that using diverse data was important for capturing a wide range of possible scenes and generating realistic translations. To that end, the training images we use from the human domain consist of both human demonstrations as well as a small amount of "random" data, in which the human moves around in the scene but does not specifically attempt the task. The training images from the robot domain consist entirely of random data, as we again do not assume access to robot demonstrations. However, we collect random robot data in a few different settings (see Figure 3 ), and in between settings we manually change the environment to provide more diverse data.
A. Translation for Goal Concept Acquisition
Once we have trained the CycleGAN model, the mapping G provides a mechanism for automatically translating human demonstration videos to robot demonstration videos. However, the translated videos are generally imperfect and exhibit artifacts, as shown in Figure 1 . As we demonstrate in Section V, learning directly from the translated videos is susceptible to inaccuracies due to these artifacts, and the final learned performance is poor. We take a different approach in which the user manually selects a set of time steps {t 1 , . . . , t S } that correspond to the completion of stages, and we use the images from each translated video at time step t i to specify the i-th instruction image. This works well because the human demonstrations are roughly time-aligned, but we could generalize this by manually selecting corresponding images from each video, which is feasible for the modest number of demonstrations we use.
To specify a reward function for RL, we train success classifiers for each stage {C 1 , . . . , C S }, where C i is provided the instruction images at time step t i as positive examples and all other robot images as negative examples. The log probabilities from the classifiers can then be used as a reward signal, similar to [27] , [28] . As mentioned earlier, providing rewards in this way requires only the translated demonstrations and does not rely on any manually designed reward shaping or instrumentation. In order to achieve greater data efficiency, we first encode the images using the encoder q(s t ; o t ) and use the learned latent state as input to the classifier. As we discuss next, this setup lends itself naturally to an automated stage-wise model-based planning procedure.
B. Model-Based RL with Instruction Images
Though we could use any RL algorithm with our classifierbased reward, model-based RL has typically achieved greater data efficiency than model-free methods [29] , [30] , and the data efficiency afforded by the combination of model-based RL and representation learning further reduces the human supervision required during learning. Thus, the RL procedure that we use is the model-predictive control (MPC) variant of [24] , which samples actions and generates rollouts in the latent space using the learned model, uses the cross-entropy method (CEM) [31] to optimize the sampled actions, and executes the first action corresponding to the rollout with the highest reward, which is given by a classifier in our case. This planning is repeated at every time step to produce a trajectory of images and actions, and we encapsulate this procedure in the MPC-CEM subroutine in Algorithm 1.
When the robot is in stage s, the planner uses the log probability of C s as the reward function and aims to surpass a classifier threshold T ∈ [0, 1], which is a hyperparameter. If this threshold is not met, the planner automatically switches to C s−1 , i.e., it attempts to reset to the beginning of the stage. This forward-reset behavior allows the robot to robustify its performance with very few human-provided resets, as the human only intervenes to fix problems, such as the cup falling over, rather than manually resetting every episode. The robot runs this forward-reset loop for a maximum of A iterations, where A is also a hyperparameter.
Should the threshold be met during planning, the robot will query the human user, at which point the user signals either success or failure through a key press. On failure, the robot switches to the reset behavior, and the loop continues. On success, the robot moves on to the next stage and repeats the same process, with C s+1 specifying the goal and C s specifying the reset. This stage-wise learning avoids the compounding errors of trying to learn the entire task all at once. The full procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1 and concludes when the user signals success for stage S.
Algorithm 1 AVID RL Forward Pass
Require: Pre-trained model M and {C i } S i=0 , initial robot data D Require: Max attempts per stage A, classifier threshold T 1: stage ← 1 2: while stage ≤ S do 3: attempts ← 0 4:
stage-completed ← false 5:
while attempts < A and not stage-completed do 6:
τ ← MPC-CEM(M, Cstage); D ← D ∪ τ 7:
Increment attempts 8:
if Cstage(last observation of τ ) > T then 9:
if human signals success then 10:
Add last observation of τ to goal images for stage 11:
stage-completed ← true 12: else 13:
D ← D ∪ EXPLORE() 14:
Train We include several important improvements on top of this procedure in order to achieve good performance. In line 13 of Algorithm 1, if the human signals failure, the EXPLORE subroutine is invoked, in which the robot moves randomly from the state it ended in and queries the human several times. This provides additional data within the critical area of what C s believes is a success. In addition, in line 14, the current image is labeled as a negative for C s and added to the dataset along with the images from random exploration. Similar to [27] , [28] , further training C s on this data improves its accuracy by combating the false positive problem and offsetting the artifacts in the translated images that C s was initially trained with. Finally, to further automate the entire process and avoid manual human resets, after the robot completes the last stage, we run Algorithm 1 in reverse in order to get back to the initial state. We repeat this entire process until the robot can reliably complete the entire task.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We aim to answer the following through our experiments: (1) Is AVID capable of solving temporally extended visual tasks directly from human demonstrations? (2) What benefits, if any, do we gain from using instruction images and latent space planning? (3) What costs, if any, do we incur from not directly having access to robot demonstrations? We evaluate question (1) on two complex and temporally extended tasks (see Figure 4 and Figure 5 ). For (2), we compare AVID to learning from full human demonstrations with TCN [19] and an ablation of AVID based on behavioral cloning from observations (BCO) [32] . To understand the effects of latent space planning, we compare to an ablation of AVID based on deep visual foresight (DVF) [33] . Finally, to answer (3), we evaluate BCO and behavioral cloning on the same tasks but with access to robot demonstrations, and we also analyze the human supervision burden of AVID. A supplementary video depicting the learning process of AVID, as well as final performances for AVID and all of the comparisons, is available from the project website. 1
A. Comparisons
We compare to the following methods: Time-contrastive networks [19] . We evaluate the singleview version of TCN, which learns an embedding via a temporal consistency loss in order to generalize from human demonstrations to robot execution. TCN originally used PILQR for their RL algorithm [34] , though any RL algorithm can be used. We use the same RL procedure as AVID, where the only difference is that instead of learning classifiers for the reward function, we use the Euclidean distance between TCN embeddings of the human demonstration and modelgenerated trajectories, decoded using p(o t |s t ).
Imitation ablation. An alternative approach to our stagewise RL procedure is to learn directly from the full translated videos, and a natural way to do this is to use an imitation learning method that does not require expert actions [16] , [32] , [35] - [38] . We consider an ablation of AVID that learns via imitation of full translated demonstrations, using behavioral cloning from observations (BCO) [32] , instead of RL from stage-wise instructions. We also test BCO using real robot demonstrations obtained via teleoperation.
Pixel-space ablation. DVF is a visual model-based RL method that plans directly in pixel space rather than learning a latent space. We consider an ablation of AVID in which we replace our latent space planning procedure with DVF to understand if AVID achieves better performance or data efficiency as a result of this design choice.
Behavioral cloning. Behavioral cloning is an imitation learning approach that requires real demonstrations consisting of both observations and actions. Although this "oracle" approach has access to real demonstrations, it does not utilize the interactive training procedure with learned resets and human feedback, and so this comparison helps us determine what benefits AVID derives from the training procedure. We evaluate our method on two temporally-extended tasks from vision: operating a personal coffee machine and retrieving a cup from a closed drawer. These tasks illustrate that our method can learn to sequentially compose several skills by following a set of instructions extracted from a human demonstration. For all our experiments, we use end-effector velocity control on a 7 DoF Sawyer robotic manipulator, and our observations consist only of 64-by-64-by-3 RGB images.
B. Experimental Setup
Coffee making. The coffee making task has three stages as depicted in Figure 4 . Starting with the cup on the table, the instructions are to pick up the cup, place the cup in the machine, and press the button on the top of the machine. For this task, we used 30 human demonstrations, which corresponds to 900 images and 20 minutes of human demonstration time, along with 500 images of random human data. The CycleGAN robot data consisted of 8100 images of random robot movements with the human changing the setting 6 times by moving the cup and placing the cup in the robot's gripper. We set the classifier threshold T to 0.8 and the maximum number of attempts per stage A to 3.
The same 8100 robot images for CycleGAN training were also used to learn the models for each method, and the BCO and DVF models received 7200 additional training images of random robot data. 2 During RL, AVID and the BCO ablation 2 We found this additional data to be important as these methods use pixel-space models, which are generally less data efficient. received 3015 and 1350 training images, respectively, for online model training. TCN was given 1395 human images and 14400 robot images to learn the embedding and 3060 additional images during online training. In the setting with real robot demonstrations, BCO and behavioral cloning used 1800 and 900 total images, respectively.
Cup retrieval. Cup retrieval has five stages, as shown in Figure 5 : grasping the drawer handle, opening the drawer, moving the arm up and out of the way, picking up the cup, and placing the cup on top of the drawer. We found that the intermediate stage of moving the arm was important for good performance, as the model-based planning would otherwise bump into the drawer door. Providing this instruction was trivial with our setup, as we simply specified an additional instruction time step. For this task, we used 20 human demonstrations, amounting to 600 images and 20 minutes of human time, and 300 images of random human data. We collected 7200 images of random robot data, where the human changed the setting 11 times by moving the cup, placing the cup in the robot's gripper, and opening the drawer. T and A were again set to 0.8 and 3.
The BCO and DVF models were given 7200 additional training images of random robot data, and during RL, AVID and the BCO ablation used 1740 and 1400 additional training images, respectively. TCN was given 900 human images and 14400 robot images to learn the embedding and 1800 additional images during online training. In the setting with real robot demonstrations, BCO used 1200 total robot images and behavioral cloning used 900 total robot images.
C. Experimental Results
We report success rates for both coffee making and cup retrieval in Table I . Success rates are evaluated using 10 trials per method per task, with no human feedback or manual intervention. Success metrics are defined consistently across all methods and are strict, e.g., placing the cup on top of the drawer but toppling the cup over is a failure. The supplementary video shows representative evaluation trials, labeled with success and failure, for each method. For the final stage of coffee making, as it is difficult to visually discern whether the robot has noticeably depressed the coffee machine button, success is instead defined as being within 5 cm above the button, such that a pre-programmed downward motion always successfully presses the button.
For both tasks, AVID achieves the best performance among the methods that use human demonstrations, consistently learning the earlier stages perfectly and suffering less from accumulating errors in the later stages. As seen in the supplementary video, the failures of AVID for both tasks correspond to generally good behavior with small, but significant, errors, such as knocking over or narrowly missing the cup. AVID makes constant use of automated resetting and retrying during both RL and the final evaluation, allowing for fewer manual resets and more robust behavior compared to the methods that cannot exploit the stage-wise decomposition of the tasks. Though the pixel-space ablation also incorporates resetting, this method is less successful than AVID, Table I : We report success rates up to and including each stage for both tasks, over 10 trials. The top rows are methods that learn from human demonstrations, and we bold the best performance in this category. The bottom two rows are methods trained with direct access to real robot demonstrations. AVID outperforms all other methods from human demonstrations, succeeding 8 times out of 10 on coffee making and 7 times out of 10 on cup retrieval, and even outperforms behavioral cloning from real robot demonstrations on the later stages of cup retrieval. and this is due to the fact that the pixel-space model is not trained online or used for replanning as this is prohibitively expensive. This indicates the benefits that we derive from our latent variable model and planning procedure. Fig. 6 : Visualizing human feedback during the learning process for coffee making (left) and cup retrieval (right). The x-axis is the total number of robot stage attempts, and the y-axis indicates the proportions of feedback types, smoothed over the ten most recent attempts. "No feedback" means that the classifier did not signal success and the robot automatically switched to resetting. Coffee making and cup retrieval use a total of 131 and 126 human key presses, respectively, for the learning process.
The imitation ablation can learn to pick up the cup 70% of the time for the coffee making task, but it fails on the later stages and also fails entirely for cup retrieval. This indicates the difficulty of learning from full translated demonstrations due to the artifacts in the translations and the absence of stage-wise training, and the supplementary video shows that, although the behavior of this method visually looks almost correct in many instances, it generally still fails in subtle ways. Finally, despite using publicly available code from the authors, we were unable to achieve good performance with TCN on coffee making, though TCN was moderately successful on the early stages of cup retrieval. We note that we used the single-view version of this method, and the authors also found that this version did not perform well for their tasks [19] . The multi-view version of TCN is not applicable in our case as we do not assume multiple views of human demonstrations at training time.
In order to understand how using translated human demonstrations compares to using real robot demonstrations, we evaluate BCO and behavioral cloning from robot demonstrations obtained through teleoperation. As expected, BCO performs better in this case than from translated demonstrations, however the performance is still significantly worse than AVID from translated demonstrations. This indicates that learning from full demonstrations, even directly obtained from the robot, suffers from accumulating errors for longhorizon tasks. We note that, to our knowledge, BCO has never been tested on tasks exhibiting multiple stages or operating directly from image observations [32] .
Finally, behavioral cloning outperforms our method for coffee making but surprisingly performs worse on cup retrieval. We believe that this is because the cup retrieval task has more stages and is harder to learn without explicit stagewise training. Thus, compared to AVID, behavioral cloning has more stringent assumptions and may perform worse for more complex tasks, but the drawback of AVID is that it uses an RL training phase that requires human feedback. To understand the human burden associated with this training procedure, we plot the human feedback we provide during training in Figure 6 . The training phase took about an hour for each task, and in both cases AVID used less than 150 key presses to learn the task, which was easy for a human supervisor to provide. We view this as a practical way to enable robots to learn complex tasks.
VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented AVID, a method for learning visual robotic multi-stage tasks directly from videos of human demonstrations. AVID uses image-to-image translation, via CycleGAN, to generate robot instruction images that enable a stagewise model-based RL algorithm to learn from raw image observations. The RL algorithm is based on latent space model-based planning and incorporates learned resets and human feedback to learn temporally extended tasks robustly and efficiently. We demonstrated that AVID is capable of learning multi-stage coffee making and cup retrieval tasks, attains substantially better results than prior methods and ablations using human demonstrations, and even outperforms behavioral cloning using real robot demonstrations (rather than videos of human demonstrations) on one of the tasks.
While AVID aims to minimize the per-task setup burden on the user, some human setup is still necessary for each task. Learning coffee making and cup retrieval required training separate CycleGAN models, which was computationally expensive and involved collecting separate datasets involving random human movements and setting changes for robot data collection. This cost can be amortized across multiple tasks in future work. For example, the CycleGAN trained for cup retrieval can also be used to translate demonstrations for placing the cup back in the drawer, meaning that this new task can be learned from human demonstrations with no additional upfront cost of data collection and CycleGAN training. We can generalize this by training a CycleGAN on an initial large dataset, e.g., many different human and robot behaviors in a kitchen that has a coffee machine, multiple drawers, and numerous other objects. This should enable any new task in the kitchen to be learned with just a few human demonstrations, and this is a promising direction toward truly allowing robots to learn by watching humans.
